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Abstract. A geometric approach combined with topological re-

sults leads to a criterion for ergodic stability of Markov transforma-

tions. The matrix representation of this criterion provides an alter-

native proof for the well-known theorem of Markov in probability.

Given a finite Markov chain with an n-by-n transition matrix P,

if for some positive integer k Pk is positive in the sense that all

entries in Pk are positive, then regardless of how the initial prob-

ability distribution po among the n states is, the subsequent prob-

ability distributions pi tend to a fixed probability distribution q as

i tends to infinity; furthermore q is positive in the sense that all n

components of q are positive. This well-known result is originally due

to Markov [l]. The purpose of this paper is to present a geometric

proof, in which we deal with the totality of probability distributions

rather than with individual states. Our starting point is to interpret

P as an affine transformation of a certain stochastic simplex ; we then

proceed geometrically until at the very end when we reinterpret our

main result (Theorem 1) in terms of P to obtain Markov's theorem

(Corollary 1). The geometric approach also provides a simple classi-

fication of finite Markov chains (Definition 3).

Definition 1. By a stochastic w-simplex A" for n = 1, 2, 3, ■ • • we

mean the subset of an «-dimensional Euclidean space R" given by

A" = < X) XiUi'.O ^ Xi, 52 Xi■ = 1>

where u¿ are the orthonormal basis vectors of Rn.

Clearly each element of A" represents a possible initial probability

distribution of a Markov chain with n states.

Geometrically A" has dimension n — 1, being a subset of the (n — 1)-

dimensional hyperplane

H„-i m /¿£<Ui: £>,= ll
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contained in R". The boundary dA" of A" as a subset of H"~1 is the

union of n stochastic (re — l)-simplices:

a"    = < 52 *<u<:0 g *<, 2 *< ■» 1, *r ■ 0>

forr = l, 2, • • • , re. Each of these stochastic (re —l)-simplices as a

subset of an (re —2)-dimensional hyperplane has in turn its boundary

consisting of re —1 stochastic (re — 2)-simplices, and so on. All these

simplices, from A" itself on down to the « stochastic 1-simplices, shall

be referred to as stochastic subsimplices of A". The interior of each

stochastic subsimplex of A" is what remains after its boundary is

removed from it. In particular, the interior of A" is given by

A" - dA" = < ¿ XiUi'.O < Xi, J2 «i ■ 1 ( ■

It is important to note that each point of A" is an interior point of

exactly one stochastic subsimplex of A". We hasten to add that a

stochastic 1-simplex shall be regarded as having empty boundary so

that its interior is itself.

Definition 2. By a Markov transformation / we mean a linear

transformation of R" into R" which maps A" into A".

Given an re-by-w transition matrix P, the linear transformation /

of R" into R" determined by/(u<) = f.ri>uUt where pa is the entry in

theith row and jth column of P is clearly a Markov transformation.

Conversely, given a Markov transformation / its matrix representa-

tion P is a transition matrix.

Since A" (henceforth denoted A whenever convenient) represents

all possible initial probability distributions, the image sets /(A),

f2(A) =/[/(A)], /'(A), • • • respectively represent the totality of

probability distributions at the transition time * — 1, 2, 3, ■ • • .

Since clearly /(A), /2(A), /'(A), • • • form a monotone decreasing

sequence of closed bounded sets, their intersection (r = n>/'(A) is

nonempty. It is natural that we should investigate the set <r since

<r represents the totality of possible "ultimate" probability distri-

butions. Since A, /(A), /2(A), • • • is a decreasing sequence of r-

convex sets (convex poly topes having r^n vertices) with r also

possibly decreasing (/ being not necessarily one-to-one), it is known

[2] that a is actually an r-convex set with some r^=n.

Beside a we need to look at another subset t of A consisting of all

fixed points of/. According to the well-known Brouwer's fixed point
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theorem, since/ is a continuous mapping of A into A, / must have at

least one fixed point in A, hence t is nonempty. Actually r is a sub-

set of a since if p£r then/(p) =p whence/'(p) =p so that p£/*(A)

for all i and pG<r. Now it can be shown (see [4]) that/(<r) =<r so that

the effect of / on a can be described by a permutation of vertices of

<r and hence, for some integer j,f> will send each vertex back to itself

and thus act as an identity mapping on a.

Each point p in A may now be classified according to its relation

to r and a. For example, we may call p stationary if p is in t, cyclic if

p is in <r but not in r, ultimately stationary if p is not in a but /'(p)

tends to some q in r as i tends to infinity, and ultimately cyclic if p

is none of those considered above. In particular, Ui, u2, • • • , u„ may

likewise be classified as stationary, cyclic, ultimately stationary, and

ultimately cyclic.

Definition 3. A Markov transformation/ is said to be cyclic if/

has a cyclic point in A, i.e., a contains t properly. Otherwise/ is said

to be acyclic; in particular, / is said to be stable if a=r consists of a

single point; if furthermore this point lies in the interior of A, then/

is said to be ergodically stable.

Gantmacher [3 ] has an algebraic proof of Markov's theorem based

on matrix theory. From the matrix point of view he defines (p. 88)

cyclic and acyclic Markov chains. These however are not quite

equivalent to cyclic and acyclic Markov transformations defined

above. Gantmacher's definitions presuppose irreducibility of ma-

trices (p. 80) whereas irreducibility consideration comes later in this

paper.

We now make two useful observations regarding <r and r.

Lemma 1. A Markov transformation f on A cannot have a cyclic point

in A without having one on the boundary of A, i.e., a — tt¿C$ implies

(a-r)r\dA^0.

Proof. LetpG<r—r and q£t, then as we pointed out earlier, for

some i (and this/ must be greater than 1 since p(£t) f'ip) =p, and

of course fj(q) = q for any j, but since / is a linear transformation, so

is f', and /■> will leave the line connecting p and q pointwise fixed.

This line must pierce (intersect) the boundary ÖA, say at p'. Now

f'ip') =p' so that/""'(p') =p' for m = \, 2, 3, • • • . This insures that

p'Go1-On the other hand/(pO^p', for otherwise/would leave p' and

g fixed and consequently also p, contradictingpQzr. Thus p'EI(<t—t)

HdA and {<r-r)r\dA^0.

Lemma 2. A Markov transformation f on A cannot have more than
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one stationary point without having one on the boundary of A, i.e., un-

less r is a singleton set, Tf\dA?¿0.

Proof. If p^q and f(p) =p and /(g) = q, then since / is a linear

transformation / will leave the line connecting p and q pointwise

fixed. This line must intersect dA and hence there will be a fixed

point on dA.

In order to arrive at a criterion for ergodic stability of Markov

transformation the concept of irreducibility must be considered.

Definition 4. A Markov transformation / on the stochastic re-

simplex A is said to be invariant over a stochastic subsimplex A' of

A if/ maps A' into A'.

Definition 5. A Markov transformation / on A is said to be

reducible over A to A' if/ is invariant over a proper subsimplex A' of

A. / is said to be irreducible over A if it is not reducible over A.

The concept of irreducibility of / is an effective one since it is

discernible from the transition matrix P. Noting that / is reducible

over A if and only if P contains a proper subtransition matrix P' we

see that if P does not contain such a submatrix then/ is irreducible.

We now state in connection with the irreducibility of / two useful

lemmas regarding t.

Lemma 3. A Markov transformation f has a stationary point on the

boundary dA if and only if f is reducible over A.

Proof. Suppose p is a stationary point on the boundary dA. With-

out loss of generality we may suppose p is a linear combination of

u\, Uj, • • • , u, with r<n

r r

p = 52 x'u<    where 0 < xt    and     ^"1 Xj — 1
•=i t-i

i.e., p is an interior point of the subsimplex A' determined by ui,

u2, • • • , ur. We shall show /(A') CA' and hence / is reducible over A

to A'. So suppose on the contrary that A' were not invariant under

/. Then at least one of u\, 112, • • • , ur, say ui is transformed out of

A', i.e.,/(ui) • ur+i>0 say. From this it follows that

/"(p) • Ur+l   =        52 *«/("<)       • "r+l  ^   *l/(Ul) ' "r+l  >  0

i.e., p is transformed out of A' and hence cannot be a stationary point.

Conversely, if / is reducible over A, say f is invariant over A',
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/(A') CA', then by Brouwer's fixed point theorem / has a fixed point

in A', but A'CdA. This completes the proof.

Lemma 4. A Markov transformation f is irreducible over A if and

only iff has a unique stationary point in the interior of A.

Proof. If / has a stationary point on the boundary dA, then / is

reducible by Lemma 3. If / has more than one stationary point, it

will have a stationary point on the boundary dA by Lemma 2, hence

f will be reducible by Lemma 3 again. Finally, if / has a unique

stationary point in the interior of A, / must be irreducible, for other-

wise/ would be invariant over some subsimplex A',/(A') CA', and by

Brouwer's fixed point theorem/ would have a fixed point in A', but

A'CdA, and this contradicts the fact that/ has a stationary point

only in the interior.

Now that we know if / is irreducible over A then / has a unique

stationary point in the interior of A, if we know further that / is

acyclic (<t=t) then/is ergodically stable. Conversely, if /is ergodi-

cally stable (<t=t = an interior point of A), then/ is acyclic and by

Lemma 4/ is irreducible. Consequently we have actually proved the

following

Proposition 1. A Markov transformation f is ergodically stable if

and only iff is irreducible and acyclic.

The above criterion for ergodic stability of / is not very effective

in as much as acyclicity of/ is not easily discernible. So we show next

that irreducibility and acyclicity together is equivalent to inferiority

of/.
Definition 6. A Markov transformation / is said to have the

interiority property over the stochastic simplex A if for some positive

integer k /*(A) lies in the interior of A,/*(A) C CA.

Interiority of/ is discernible from the transition matrix P since/

has the interiority property if and only if Pk is positive for some k.

Proposition 2. A Markov transformation f is irreducible and acyclic

if and only iff has the interiority property.

Proof. Assume that /*(A) lies in the interior of A. Then from

rCcC/4(A)CCA follows <rP\dA = 0, and by Lemma 1 er = r, i.e.,/

is acyclic. Also, rC\dA = 0 and by Lemma 2 t consists of a single

point. Since this unique stationary point is in the interior of A, by

Lemma 4 / is irreducible over A.

Conversely assume that/ is irreducible and acyclic over A. Acyclic-
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ity means a=r, and irreducibility implies rC\dA = 0 by Lemma 3.

Hence ai~\dA = 0. Now since o- = f)ifi(A), for some integer k fk(A)

CCA, for otherwise fi(A)r\dA?i0 for every i would imply

r\i[f'(A)r\dA]^0 with/*'(A)P\dA forming a decreasing sequence of

closed bounded (compact) sets, but then

0 9* n [/¿(a) n ôa] = n /*'(a) n ôa = o- n óa
1 i

contradicting uC\bA = 0.

Combining Propositions 1 and 2 we obtain

Theorem 1. A Markov transformation f is ergodically stable if and

only iffk(A) lies in the interior of A for some positive integer k.

In terms of transition matrix this "inferiority criterion" of/ may

be stated as follows:

Corollary 1. A Markov transformation f (or a finite Markov chain)

is ergodically stable if and only if its (transition) matrix P is such that

for some positive integer k Pk has no zero entries.
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